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Crafting Waterfall Masterpieces
Welcome to Aquatic Artists, where we’re
Crafting Waterfall Masterpieces in
Every Yard.
I started my career in the green industry at the ripe young age of 15 when
I began cutting my neighbors’ lawns. This side hustle grew into a fledging
landscaping business that expanded its services to include all aspects of landscape
construction. It’s during this time that I gained extensive experience in, and
developed my love for, building water features.
After building hundreds of ponds and water features for more than 22 years,
I decided to focus on what I enjoyed the most… designing and constructing
waterfalls.
Since 2003, Aquatic Artists has crafted award-winning, unique and diverse natural
stone waterfalls throughout the East Coast. We look forward to placing our next
masterpiece in your backyard. Reach out to us today!
Chuck Rienzi, President

Our Craftsmanship
 ur craftsmanship speaks for itself, but don’t take our word for it. Check out our
O
extensive Gallery at www.aquaticartists.com.

Why We’re Different
1. Employee Education
Our skilled craftsmen complete Waterfall University, an intense training program that covers the safety, technical and
artistic details of water feature design, construction and installation. From there, they engage this knowledge to create
award-winning works of art that transform a standard pool project into a visually appealing and acoustically pleasing
backyard oasis.

2. Technology & Communication
We equip employees with technologically-advanced communication tools, including company issued laptops and smart
phones, to ensure they know and stay abreast of every detail of your project at all times. Along with a strong command
of the English language, our craftsmen use these tools to effectively and efficiently communicate with you and to
provide you with exceptional customer service.

3. We SOLELY Craft Natural Stone Waterfalls
Unlike stone masons who excel at building fire places and outdoor kitchens, we excel at crafting waterfall masterpieces.
When stone masons attempt a waterfall project, the result tends to resemble a fire place or an outdoor kitchen. Not so
artistic or appealing!
Unlike landscape contractors, who occasionally construct waterfall projects, we SOLELY build waterfalls. So, instead of
viewing their limited portfolio of projects, we invite you to peruse our Gallery of more than 500 images that capture our
extensive body of work.
We’re often called in to rebuild waterfall projects completed by stone masons and landscapers, so save yourself some
funds, time and heartache by calling us first!
Cover - Barnett Project
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SLIDES

It’s important to consult with an expert when installing a waterfall with a slide in your
backyard. And, as crafting natural stone waterfalls is SOLELY what we do, we know all the
ins and outs of the process, including how best to cover and integrate the slide as part of the
complete water feature.

We offer three types of enjoyment enhancing slides to add pleasure
to your backyard waterfall masterpiece.
CLASSIC
Standard Slide

Roseman Project

The Classic, our most standard slide, is a
stand-alone, space-saving and cost-saving
option to liven up your water feature.

Roseman Project

This design requires less water and includes a set
of steps as well as options for accentuating rock
work, optional stone steps and safety railings.

Androcy Project
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DELUXE
Semi-Custom Slide

Centanni Project
The Deluxe, our semi-custom steel-framed slide, is secured to a concrete footing and requires more water than our standard slide.
It costs more and also takes up more space. It also requires a ground build-up and installation of stone steps (same material as the
waterfall) with a consistent riser for safety.

Centanni Project

Centanni Project
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ULTIMATE
Custom Slide

Fountain Project

The Ultimate, our custom slide, is our largest slide project. Designed in any shape or size, this slide requires the most space and uses
the most water. Because of the extensive structure required for the slide’s function and aesthetics, it also tends to be the most expensive
of our waterfall fun-enhancing options
Brannon Project

Need more details?
Contact us today to learn more about how you can beautify your
backyard with one of our waterfall with slide masterpieces!
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PACKAGES

Popular Waterfall Designs
Plantings, plumbing and lighting not included.

SERENITY
1.5’ High x 8’ Wide two-tiered
natural stone waterfall that cascades
into your pool, with planting beds
throughout the water feature
(plantings not included).
Micali Project

TRANQUILITY
2.5’ High x 10’ Wide two-tiered
natural stone waterfall that cascades
into your pool, with planting beds
throughout the water feature
(plantings not included).

Vesper Project

HARMONY

Mackiewitz Project
2.5’ High x 14’ Wide two-tiered split natural stone waterfall that splits and cascades into your pool, with planting beds
throughout the water feature (plantings not included).
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SPA WATERFALLS

Create a seamless and harmonious transition from
your spa to your pool with one of our spa waterfall
masterpieces!

Aquatic Artists’ craftsmen construct water features that cascade from your spa into your pool, visually beautifying and acoustically
enhancing your outdoor experience.

Mccoy Project

Fountain Project

Mccoy Project

Brooks Project
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GROTTOS

A grotto, a three-sided accessible rock structure, showcases the
waterfall’s cascading feature and allows you to experience its beauty from
the inside out.
Built of real stone in varying sizes to accommodate from one to 20
people, our dry or wet grottos provide another dimension to your
backyard pool experience.
As with waterfalls, it’s important to consult with an expert when building
a grotto. We will work with your pool builder to ensure the grotto design
integrates with your pool design and, as these projects can require a lot
of water, that it includes all plumbing requirements.

Fante Project

Fante Project
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Capelli Project

Fante Project

Ward Project
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Three Tier
Waterfall

Barnett Project

ADDITONAL WATERFALL
IDEAS AND DETAILS
Accent rocks
around the pool

Roseman Project
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Slope, Rocks
in Water

Higgins Project

Backside Wall
Berry Project

Rocks in
Water Veneer

Carpitella Project
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PONDS AND PONDLESS
WATERFALLS

Even if you don’t have a pool, you can enjoy the relaxing and
soothing benefits of a water feature in your front or back yard.
Aquatic Artists’ craftsmen create pond and pondless waterfalls
in a variety of configurations and sizes to add beauty, serenity and acoustic pleasure to your home oasis. These energy-efficient, low
maintenance projects bring natural enjoyment and adventure to your surroundings, while adding to your home’s value.

Katchikan Project

Gianecchini Project

Turnacioglu Project
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FORMAL

Desiring a more reflective and serene water feature to enhance your Roman or Geometric
pool? We’re versatile and adept at crafting waterfalls from varying complementary materials
that perfectly accent the sleek and straight lines, and add extravagance to your classic pool.

Aquatic Artists crafted this formal water feature
that cascades into this vinyl pool. We built this
water feature with three sheer descent waterfalls.
We also created three planters on top, capped with
stone coping, and placed veneer stone on the face
of the water feature.

Khan Project

Morris Project

Toson Project

Aquatic Artists designed and built this award-winning formal water feature to resemble a Miami South Beach look. This large 9’ wide
formal grotto is topped off with a custom fabricated piece of natural bluestone that creates a perfect sheet of water cascading over the
grotto into this vinyl pool. This water feature also has two formal planting beds with sheer descent waterfalls on either side of the grotto.
It’s capped with natural stone coping and veneer stone on the face of the water feature as well as on the inside of the grotto.
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RENOVATIONS

Have an existing in-ground pool and desire to add a
fun-enhancing backyard waterfall masterpiece? No matter
what your pool construction — concrete/gunite, vinyl liner or
fiberglass, our experts have extensive experience adding natural
stone waterfalls to any in-ground swimming pool, adding slides, removing
decks, building warterfalls on existing decks or integrating structures into
the waterfall landscape.

Before

Beach Project

After
Creasy Project

Before

After
Before
Picchierri Project

After
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Before

Chonofsky Project

After
Before
Davis Project

After

LIGHTING

What’s a masterpiece without the proper water feature
lighting? Aquatic Artists’ craftsmen highlight your water
feature’s beauty with mood and ambiance enhancing
lighting for optimum enjoyment.
Perri Project
Gottesman Project

Paluth Project
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Crafting Waterfall Masterpieces
1832 North Black Horse Pike
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Phone: (888) WATRWIZ (928-7949)
chuck@aquaticartists.com
www.aquaticartists.com
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